The effects of muscle vibration on gait control: a review.
Background: The purpose of the review is to summarize the literature surrounding the use of muscle vibration as it relates to modifying human gait. Methods: After a brief introduction concerning historical uses and early research identifying the effect of vibration on muscle activation, we reviewed 32 articles that used muscle vibration during walking. The review is structured to address the literature within four broad categories: the effect of vibration to 'trigger' gait-like lower limb motions, the effect of vibration on gait control of healthy individuals and individuals with clinical conditions in which gait disorders are a prominent feature, and the effect of vibration training protocols on gait. Results: The acute effects of vibration during gait involving healthy participants is varied. Some authors reported differences in segmental kinematic and spatiotemporal measures while other authors reported no differences in these outcome measures. The literature involving participants with clinical conditions revealed that vibration consistently had a significant impact on gait, suggesting vibration may be an effective rehabilitation tool. All of the studies that used vibration therapy over time reported significant improvement in gait performance. Conclusions: This review highlights the difficulties in drawing definitive conclusions as to the impact of vibration on gait control, partly because of differences in walking protocols, site of vibration application, and outcome measures used across different investigative teams. It is suggested that the development of common investigative methodologies and outcome measures would accelerate the identification of techniques that may provide optimal rehabilitation protocols for individuals experiencing disordered gait control.